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Abstract: Hydraulic servo system plays an important role in industrial fields due
to the advantages of high response, small size-to-power ratio and large driving
force. However, inherent nonlinear behaviors and modeling uncertainties are
the main obstacles for hydraulic servo system to achieve high tracking perfor-
mance. To deal with these difficulties, this paper presents a backstepping sliding
mode controller to improve the dynamic tracking performance and anti-interfer-
ence ability. For this purpose, the nonlinear dynamic model is firstly established,
where the nonlinear behaviors and modeling uncertainties are lumped as one term.
Then, the extended state observer is introduced to estimate the lumped distur-
bance. The system stability is proved by using the Lyapunov stability theorem.
Finally, comparative simulation and experimental are conducted on a hydraulic
servo system platform to verify the efficiency of the proposed control scheme.

Keywords: Hydraulic servo system; nonlinear behaviors; modeling uncertainties;
backstepping control; sliding mode control; extended state observer

1 Introduction

Hydraulic servo system has become increasingly popular in modern industrial automation and has been
used in many fields [1–3], including aircraft actuators [4], rolling mills [5] and load simulators [6]. Compared
to their electrical or pneumatic counterparts, hydraulic system demonstrates excellent superiorities of high
precision, fast response, large power density, and compact structure [7–9]. However, precision motion
control of hydraulic servo system is very hard due to inherent nonlinearities, time-variant loads,
parametric uncertainties and uncertain disturbances [10–12]. In view of these drawbacks, how to achieve
high precision control of hydraulic servo system has attracted great attentions in both academia and
industries over the last decade. Although the traditional constant-gain controllers based on linear model
are relatively mature, their global stability and tracking accuracy can hardly meet the real-time control
requirements of modern industries [13]. Therefore, it is indispensable to build a dynamic mathematical
model and design an advanced controller to improve the tracking performance and anti-interference
ability of hydraulic servo system.

To obtain satisfactory control performance, many control methods have been developed, such as PID
control [14], adaptive control [15], robust control [16], sliding mode control [17], fuzzy logic control [18]
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and backstepping control [19]. The classical PID control is widely used in hydraulic servo system for its simple
structure, clear function and easy realization. Nevertheless, strong nonlinearity and parameter uncertainty
reduce the control performance when the operating point of the system changes [20]. Concerning that PID
controller fails to solve the parameter variation and external disturbance, adaptive control is proposed to
cope with variable working conditions due to its excellent online learning ability [21]. However, it is
difficult for adaptive control to guarantee the system stability because the uncertain parameters of hydraulic
servo system need to be linearized before they are processed [22]. That is to say, the nonlinear system is
first transformed into the equivalent linear system by canceling out the nonlinear terms using feedback
method [23]. Then, the mature linear control methods can be used in the nonlinear system. To further solve
nonlinearities and uncertainties that cannot be presented in a linear parameter form, function approximation
and fuzzy rules are adopted to approximate the matched and mismatched uncertainties [24–26]. However,
the heavy computation burden and complicated convergence analysis restrict the practical application of
adaptive control [27]. In order to effectively reduce the chattering of sliding mode control, the
discontinuous sign function can be replaced by continuous functions, such as saturation functions,
hyperbolic functions and switching functions [28–30]. The robust controller can guarantee a prescribed
transient tracking performance and final tracking accuracy in existence of both modeled and unmodeled
dynamics. However, the robust term adopting fixed boundaries rather than specific dynamic boundaries to
roughly compensate for unmodeled dynamics makes the robust controller too conservative [31].

Compared to other control methods, backstepping control has attracted great interests due to its
robustness to external disturbances and low sensitivity to parameter variations. As backstepping control
implies, the high-order nonlinear system is decomposed into multiple first-order systems. The variables at
the next step are taken as virtual input and acted on the current subsystem, and the Lyapunov function is
established according to the system at the upper step to achieve system stability. Until the last step, the
true control expression and the actual update law are obtained. To avoid the differential explosion of
traditional backstepping method, Guo et al. used dynamic surface control to ease the computation burden
and system singularity [32]. There are many researches on nonlinear control systems with various state
observers, but they have limitations on disturbances, such as assumption uncertainties bounded and
accurate expressions of disturbances [33]. Yang et al. proposed a neuroadaptive learning control scheme
for electro-hydraulic servo constrained nonlinear system with disturbance, where the neural network was
used to estimate the uncertainties and disturbances on-line and meanwhile compensate for them by using
adaptive law [34]. In this paper, the disturbance of the hydraulic servo system is estimated by extending
state observer and compensating them in a feedforward way by the backstepping method. The main
contributions can be described as follows: (1) it has fewer design parameters and convenient parameters
adjustment process. (2) it reduces the computational load and achieves excellent tracking performance in
the case of various disturbances. (3) Owing to the designed extended state observer, the unmodeled
disturbances are compensated actively. (4) The proposed controller is continuous and chattering-free,
which is beneficial to practical applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts the hydraulic servo system and presents the
dynamical mathematical model. Section 3 provides the design of backstepping sliding mode controller based
on extended state observer. Meanwhile, the stability analysis and convergence proof of the proposed controller
are given respectively. Simulation and experiment results for the desired trajectory tracking control are given in
Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Dynamical Mathematical Model of Hydraulic Servo System

The hydraulic servo systems are mainly composed of the electrical part, the hydraulic part and the
mechanical part. The coupling between these parts deteriorates the nonlinear behaviors and modeling
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uncertainties [35]. The schematic diagram of the hydraulic servo system studied in this paper is shown in
Fig. 1. The pump delivers hydraulic fluid oil from the oil tank to hydraulic cylinder by servo valve. The
accumulator acts as an auxiliary source of energy when additional power is suddenly required. The relief
valve limits the maximum operating pressure and automatically regulates that the pressure does not
exceed the specified value. The actuator drives the load to generate the desired torque/force outputs. The
servo valve controls the direction of the actuator by adjusting the position of its spool.

Due to the fact that the dynamics of servo valve are much faster than the rest parts of system such that the
dynamics can be neglected without loss of significance control performance. Thus, the dynamic equation of
servo valve can be simplified as [36]

xv ¼ ksvu (1)

where xv is the displacement of servo valve, ksv is the gain constant of servo valve, u is the control signal.

The flow rate of servo valve is controlled by the valve orifice. Regardless of the leakage, the load flow
equation of servo valve is given as

QL ¼ Cdwxv

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ps � signðuÞPL

q

s
(2)

where QL = (Q1 + Q2) is the real-time flow rates, where Q1 is the supply flow and Q2 is the return flow; Cd is
the flow discharge coefficient; w is the area gradient of servo valve spool; ρ is the fluid oil mass density; Ps is
the supply pressure; PL = P1 − P2 is the differential pressure of actuator, where P1 and P2 are the pressures in
each side of the cylinder. The sign function represents the change in the direction of flow fluid through the
servo valve, which is the main nonlinear factors.

According to the flow conservation law, the flow-pressure equation of hydraulic cylinder is described as
follows

QL ¼ A _yþ CtPL þ Vt

4be
_PL (3)

where A is the pressure area of the piston; y is the displacement of the cylindrical piston; Ct is the total leakage
coefficient of the hydraulic actuator; Vt is the total volume of the actuator; βe is the effective bulk modulus of
the hydraulic fluid.

The piston of hydraulic servo system can be modeled as the classical mass-spring-viscous system.
According to Newton’s second law, the force balance equation of hydraulic actuator can be described by

APL ¼ m€yþ B _yþ Ky (4)

wherem is the mass of inertia load; K is the stiffness constant of spring; B is the damping coefficient of damper.

Define the system state variables x ¼ ½x1; x2; x3�T ¼ ½y; _y;APL=m�T , then the state space representation of
the hydraulic servo system can be formulated as

_x1 ¼ x2

_x2 ¼ x3 � B

m
x2 � K

m
x1

_x3 ¼ 4beACdwksv
mVt

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ps � signðuÞðmx3=AÞ

q

s
u� 4beA

2

mVt
x2 � 4beCt

Vt
x3

(5)
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of hydraulic servo system

For hydraulic servo systems, the parameters Cd, ρ, K, B, βe and Ct are unknown positive constants.
Considering nonlinear behaviors andmodeling uncertainties, the state space model Eq. (5) can be rewritten as

_x1 ¼ x2
_x2 ¼ x3 þ �f 2ðx1; x2Þ þ d2ðx1; x2Þ
_x3 ¼ �g3ðx3; uÞuþ �f 3ðx2; x3Þ þ d3ðx1; x2; x3Þ

(6)

where �f2ðx1; x2Þ ¼ �ð�B=mÞx2 � ð�K=mÞx1; �f3ðx2; x3Þ ¼ �ð4�beA2=ðmVtÞÞx2 � ð4�be�Ct=VtÞx3; �g3ðx3; uÞ ¼
ð4�beA�Cdwksv=ðmVt

ffiffiffi
�q

p ÞÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ps � signðuÞðmx3=AÞ

p
, �B; �K; �be; �Cd; �q; �Ct are nominal values of uncertain

parameters respectively; d2ðx1; x2Þ and d3ðx1; x2; x3Þ are the lumped uncertain hydraulic parameters and
unknown external loads respectively. d2 and d3 are bounded by d2j j � d2max and d3j j � d3max.

3 Controller Design

The control objective is to design a controller to let the x1 track the desired trajectory yd as closely as
possible in the presence of nonlinear behaviors and modeling uncertainties.

3.1 Extend State Observer Design

Extend d2 as an additional state variable by defining xe1 ¼ d2, and d3 as an additional state variable by
defining xe2 ¼ d3, then the state variable is extended to x¼ ½x1; x2; xe1; x3; xe2�. Define h1ðtÞ and h2ðtÞ as the
time derivative of xe1 and xe2 respectively. Then the system state representation can be rearranged as

_x1 ¼ x2
_x2 ¼ x3 þ �f 2ðx1; x2Þ þ xe1
_xe1 ¼ h1ðtÞ
_x3 ¼ �g3ðx3; uÞuþ �f 3ðx2; x3Þ þ xe2
_xe2 ¼ h2ðtÞ

(7)
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The goal of the observer design is to estimate the lumped disturbances xe1 and xe2 for controller
compensation in real time. Define x̂ as the estimation of x and ~x¼ x� x̂ as the estimation error. From the
extended system model Eq. (7), the extended state observers are constructed as

_̂x1 ¼ x̂2 þ 3x1ðx1 � x̂1Þ
_̂x2 ¼ x̂3 þ �f2ðx1; x2Þ þ 3x2

1ðx1 � x̂1Þ
_̂xe1 ¼ x3

1ðx1 � x̂1Þ
_̂x3 ¼ �g3ðx̂3; uÞuþ �f 3ðx2; x3Þ þ 2x2ðx1 � x̂1Þ
_̂xe2 ¼ x2

2ðx1 � x̂1Þ

(8)

where x1 > 0 and x2 > 0 are tunning parameters of the observer, which can be viewed as the bandwidths of
the observer.

Combined with Eqs. (7) and (8), the dynamics of the state estimation errors can be written as

_~x1 ¼ ~x2 � 3x1ðx1 � x̂1Þ
_~x2 ¼ ~x3 þ ~f 2ðx1; x2Þ � 3x2

1ðx1 � x̂1Þ
_~xe1 ¼ h1ðtÞ � x3

1ðx1 � x̂1Þ
_~x3 ¼ ~g3ð~x3; uÞuþ ~f 3ðx2; x3Þ � 2x2ðx3 � x̂3Þ
_~xe2 ¼ h2ðtÞ � x2

2ðx3 � x̂3Þ

(9)

where ~f2ðx1; x2Þ ¼ f2ðx1; x2Þ � f2ðx̂1; x̂2Þ, ~g3ð~x3; uÞ¼ g3ðx3; uÞ � g3ðx̂3; uÞ, ~f3ðx2; x3Þ¼ f3ðx2; x3Þ � f3ðx̂2; x̂3Þ.
Define c¼ ½c1; c2; c3� ¼ ½~x1;~x2=xo1;~xe1=x2

o1�, g¼ ½g1; g2� ¼ ½~x3;~xe2=xo2�, then Eq. (9) can be
represented as

_c¼xo1A1cþ B1
h1ðtÞ
x2

o1

_g¼xo2A2cþ B2
h2ðtÞ
x2

o2

(10)

where

A1 ¼
�3 1 0
�3 0 1
�1 0 0

2
4

3
5;B1 ¼

0
0
1

2
4
3
5;A2 ¼ �2 1

�1 0

� �
;B2 ¼ 0

1

� �
(11)

Note that A1 and A2 are Hurwitz, so there exists positive definite matrixes P11 and P12 satisfying the
following equations

A1
TP11 þ P11A1

T ¼ �I ;A2
TP22 þ P22A2

T ¼ �I (12)

Define a positive definite function Vo as

Vo ¼ 1

2
cTP11cþ 1

2
gTP22g (13)
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The time derivative of Vo can be obtained as

_Vo ¼ 1

2
_cTP11cþcTP11 _c
� �þ 1

2
gTP22gþgTP22g
� �

¼� 1

2
xo1 ck k2þcTP11B1

h1ðtÞ
x2

o1

� 1

2
xo2 gk k2 þ gTP22B2

h2ðtÞ
xo2

(14)

The upper bound of Eq. (14) can be achieved by

_Vo � � 1

2
xo1 � P11B1k k

x4
o1

� �
ck k2 � 1

2
xo2 � P22B2k k

x2
o2

� �
gk k2 þ h1j j2maxþ h2j j2max

2
(15)

Define h0 ¼ ð h1j j2maxþ h2j j2maxÞ=2, j¼ min xo1 � P11B1k k=x4
o1;xo2 � P22B2k k=x2

o2

	 

, then the Eq.

(15) can be rewritten as

_Vo � �kV0 þ h0 (16)

where k¼ 0:5kmin 1; 1=kmaxðP11Þ; 1=kmaxðP22Þf g.
Integrating Eq. (16), _Vo yields

Vo � expð�ktÞV0 þ h0
k

1� expð�ktÞ½ � (17)

According to Eq. (17), it can be indicated that state estimation and tracking error estimation are
guaranteed to be bounded. Moreover, the extended state error can be regulated arbitrarily small by
increasing the bandwidth tunning parameters.

3.2 Controller Design

Define sliding surface for each state variable

si ¼ xi � ai�1 (18)

where i = 1,2,3, ai�1 is the estimation of xi, and si can converge to zero by the proper selection of ai�1. In
particular, a0¼ yd.

The sliding mode surface for the first subsystem is defined as s1 ¼ x1 � yd, then

_s1 ¼ _x1 � _yd ¼ x2 � _yd ¼ s2 þ a1 � _yd (19)

Choose the virtual control item a1 as a1 ¼ �k1s1 þ _yd. The Lyapunov function for the first subsystem is
designed as

V1¼ 1

2
s21 (20)

where k1 is positive definite. Then the derivative of V1 can be derived as

_V1¼ s1 _s1 ¼ s1ðs2 þ a1 � _ydÞ¼ s1ðs2 � k1s1 þ _yd � _ydÞ ¼ �k1s
2
1 þ s1s2 (21)

The sliding mode surface for the second subsystem is defined as s2 ¼ x2 � a1, then the time derivative of
s2 can be written as
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_s2 ¼ _x2 � _a1 ¼x3þ�f 2ðx1; x2Þ þ d2ðx1; x2Þ � @a1
@x1

_x1 � @a1
@yd

yd
ð2Þ

¼s3 þ a2 þ �f 2ðx1; x2Þ �
@a1
@x1

x2 � @a1
@yd

yd
ð2Þ þ d2ðx1; x2Þ

(22)

In order to make the second subsystem to reach the sliding mode surface, the virtual control item is
defined as

a2¼ � k2s2 � s1 � �f2ðx1; x2Þ þ @a1
@x1

_x1þ @a1
@yd

yd
ð2Þ � d2ðx1; x2Þ l2s2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s22 þ e22
p (23)

where k2 is positive definite, l2 > 1 and 0 < E2 < 1 are positive performance constants.

The Lyapunov function for the second subsystem is given by

V2 ¼ V1 þ 1

2
s22 (24)

Thus, the time derivative of V2 can be derived as

_V2 ¼ _V1 þ s2 _s2 � �k1s
2
1 þ s1s2 þ s2 _s2 (25)

Substituting Eqs. (22) and (23) into Eq. (25)

_V 2 � �k1s
2
1 � k2s

2
2 þ s2s3 � d2ðx1; x2Þ l2s

2
2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s22 þ E22
p þ s2d2ðx1; x2Þ

� �k1s
2
1 � k2s

2
2 þ s2s3 � s2j jd2ðx1; x2Þ l2 s2j jffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s22 þ E22
p þ s2j jd2ðx1; x2Þ

¼ �k1s
2
1 � k2s

2
2 þ s2s3 � s2j jd2ðx1; x2Þ l2 s2j jffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s22 þ E22
p � 1

 ! (26)

To ensure the stability of the second subsystem, s2j j > E2=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l22 � 1

p
. Then the Eq. (24) can be

rewritten as

_V2 ¼ _V1 þ s2 _s2 � �k1s
2
1 � k2s

2
2 þ s2s3 (27)

Similarly, the sliding mode surface for the third subsystem is defined as s3 ¼ x3 � a2, then the time
derivative of s3 can be written as

_s3 ¼ _x3 � _a2

¼ �g3ðx3;uÞþ �f 3ðx1; x2; x3Þ þ d3ðx1; x2:x3Þ �
X2
j¼1

@a2
@xj

_xj �
X2
k¼1

@a2
@ydðkÞ

yd
ðkþ1Þ

¼ �g3ðx3;uÞþ �f 3ðx1; x2; x3Þ �
@a2
@x1

x2 � @a2
@x2

x3 þ �f 2ðx1; x2Þ
� �

� @a2
@yd

yd
ð2Þ � @a2

@ydð2Þ
yd

ð3Þ � @a2
@x2

d2ðx1; x2Þ þ d3ðx1; x2:x3Þ

(28)
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Now, choosing the real control signal as

ub ¼ 1

�g3ðx3; uÞ
�k3s3 � s2 � �f 3ðx1; x2; x3Þ þ

@a2
@x1

x2 þ @a2
@x2

ðx3þ�f 2ðx1; x2ÞÞ
� �

þ 1

�g3ðx3; uÞ
@a2
@yd

yd
ð2Þþ @a2

@ydð2Þ
yd

ð3Þ � d3ðx1; x2; x3Þ � @a2
@x2

d2ðx1; x2Þ
� �

sgnðs3Þ
� � (29)

where k3 is positive definite. The candidate Lyapunov function for the third subsystem is given by

V3 ¼ V2 þ 1

2
s23 (30)

The first-order differential of the candidate Lyapunov function is given as

_V 3 ¼ _V 2 þ s3 _s3

� �k1s
2
1 � k2s

2
2 þ s3s2 þ s3ð�k3s3 � s2 � dD3sgnðs3Þ þ ~dD3Þ

� �k1s
2
1 � k2s

2
2 � k3s3 � s3j j�dD3 þ s3~dD3

� �k1s
2
1 � k2s

2
2 � k3s

2
3

(31)

where dD3 ¼
P2
j¼1

@a2
@xj

djð�xjÞþd3ð�x3Þ, dD3j j � �dD3, �dD3 is a positive constant, ~dD3¼ �dD3 � d̂D3.

According to Lyapunov theory, the dynamic system is globally asymptotically stable, which implies that
the error will converge to zero even in the face of nonlinear behaviors and modeling uncertainties.

4 Simulation Results

The comparative simulations are conducted in MATLAB/Simulink software. The parameters of
hydraulic system are selected as: m = 300 kg, Vt = 9 × 10−5m3, ρ = 900 kg/m3, A = 3.14 × 10−4m2,
K = 1500 N/m, B = 1200 N·s/m, Ct = 4 × 10−3, ksv = 5.9 × 10−7 m/V, Cd = 0.62, βe = 6.9 × 108 Pa. In
order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed controller, PID and backstepping controllers are tested
for comparison. (1) PID: the control gains are set as Kp = 200, Ki = 80, Kd = 0.01, which is adjusted by a
heuristic tunning method for small steady-state error and good transient response. (2) Backstepping: the
constants are set as k1 = k2 = k3 = 2, μ2 = 1.5, ε2 = 0.6. (3) Presented controller: the bandwidths are set as
xo1¼ 400, xo2¼ 600, the constants are set as k1 = k2 = k3 = 5, μ2 = 1.5, ε2 = 0.6. In particular, the
parameters of these three controllers are well tuned with many times trial-and-error procedure to obtain
satisfactory performance.

To simulate the nonlinear characteristics and external disturbances, the measurement noise of the
displacement sensor and the input noise are 0.2% and 0.5% of the maximum ranges, respectively. The
comparative tracking performance for sine motion with amplitude 10 mm and frequency 1 Hz is shown
in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the presented controller can eliminate or attenuate the influence of lumped
uncertainties better than the PID controller and backstepping controller. The tracking errors of different
controllers are shown in Fig. 3. It is noted that the tracking errors of PID and backstepping have large
chattering due to the lumped uncertainties and measurement noise. However, the presented controller
achieves better disturbance compensation and smaller tracking error than the other two controllers.
Specifically, the maximum trajectory error for PID and backstepping is 1.1 and 0.8 mm, respectively. The
tracking error of presented controller is relatively very small, mostly within the 0.4 mm, which verifies
the effectiveness of the presented control strategy.
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Both the estimations xe1 and xe2 are shown in Fig. 4. The estimated states track the actual states quite
well, which means that the observer has better tracking performance for the extend state although the
system is subjected to external disturbance. Fig. 5 shows control input of three controllers. The proposed
controller is free of chattering, which implies that it can successfully tackle the chattering problem and is
easy to implement.

To quantitatively evaluate the tracking performance of different controllers, three error indices mean
value of the absolute error, standard deviation of absolute error and integral of time multiplied by
absolute error are defined as follows

Figure 2: Comparative tracking performance for sine motion

Figure 3: Comparative tracking errors for sine motion
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l ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

e1 ið Þj j

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN
i¼1

e1 ið Þj j � lð Þ2
s

E ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

iTs e1 ið Þj j

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

(32)

The performance indices of the different controllers are given in Table 1. For PID controller, the absolute
error is about 0.6879 mm. For backstepping controller, the absolute error is reduced to 0.488 mm. For the
presented controller, the absolute error is reduced to only 0.2156 mm. It can be seen that the proposed
controller outperforms the other two controllers in terms of the other two performance indices, which

Figure 4: External disturbance estimation of presented controller

Figure 5: Control signal of presented controller
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means that the proposed control scheme is very helpful to alleviate the effects of nonlinear characteristics and
external disturbance in hydraulic servo system.

5 Experiment Results

Fig. 6 shows the control scheme block diagram of hydraulic servo system. The host PC can monitor and
send the command signal to the signal conditioner, where the control program is built by Matlab/Simulink.
The DAC interface transforms digital signal into analogue signal. The power amplifier is used to enlarge the
control signal and then drive the hydraulic actuator. The measured displacement and pressure signals
acquired by sensors are sent to signal conditioner. The control objective of hydraulic servo system is to
keep the actuator reproduce the desired signal as closely as possible. It should be noted that the
parameters of the controller are consistent with those of simulation.

The position comparative tracking performance for sine signal is given in Fig. 7 and their tracking errors
are shown in Fig. 8. The experimental results show that the PID controller has maximum tracking error. The
presented controller has a better tracking performance in terms of both disturbance compensation and error
aspect than PID controller. Backstepping controller has an intermediate tracking error as compared to the
presented controller and PID controller. Fig. 9 shows the control signal generated by controller, which is
sent to servo valve of hydraulic system. When the PID controller is subjected to an external disturbance,
a larger control signal is obviously produced. Whereas, the presented controller generates a low amplitude
and fairly smooth control signal, which is critical to control system for energy minimization. The main
reason why the proposed controller is more excellent compared with those controllers is that ESO is used
to estimate lumped uncertainties and achieve active compensation.

The comparative tracking performance of the above controllers for square signal is shown in Fig. 10, and
the tracking error curve is presented in Fig. 11. Obviously, the backstepping controller exhibits better
performance than the PID controller. The maximum tracking error of backstepping is 0.6 mm; conversely,
the PID controller has maximum error of 1 mm. However, the maximum position tracking error for the
presented controller is only 0.4 mm.

Table 1: Comparation performance indices

Indices μ σ E

PID 0.6879 0.3295 0.6847

Backstepping 0.4888 0.2373 0.3952

Presented 0.2156 0.1056 0.1767

Figure 6: Control scheme block diagram of hydraulic servo system
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The comparisons of position tracking and position tracking error for multi-frequency sine signal are
shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The standard deviation of absolute error of PID, backstepping and proposed
controllers is 0.3123, 0.1738 and 0.1351 mm, respectively. The results indicate that the proposed
controller can track the desired signal well, while PID controller and backstepping controller do not
realize good tracking performance.

The concerned performance indices of different controllers for sine signal, square signal and multi-
frequency sine signal are summarized in Fig. 14. For sine input signal, the μ of three controllers is about
0.5199, 0.2073 and 0.1047 mm. It is shown that the proposed controller outperforms the other two
controllers again in terms of tracking precision. For square input signal, the σ of PID controller is about
0.2307 mm, the σ of backstepping controller is reduced to 0.1467 mm, the σ of presented controller is
reduced to only 0.0826 mm. The smaller σ indicates the smoother tracking response, which is important
for the steady-state performance of hydraulic servo system. For multi-frequency sine signal, the E of PID
controller, backstepping controller and proposed controller is 0.3273, 0.1749 and 0.1438 mm,

Figure 7: Comparative tracking performance for sine signal

Figure 8: Comparative tracking error for sine signal
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respectively. It is also found that the proposed method has the smallest three tracking errors and highest
control precision. For three typical input signals, the proposed controller has better tracking performance
than the other two controllers.

Figure 10: Comparative tracking performance for square signal

Figure 9: Comparative control signal for sine signal
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Figure 11: Comparative tracking error for square signal

Figure 12: Comparative position tracking for multi-frequency sine signal

Figure 13: Comparative tracking error for multi-frequency sine signal
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, a backstepping sliding mode control based on extended state observer is developed for the
high precision tracking control of hydraulic servo system. The dynamic mathematical model of state space
representation considering nonlinear characteristics and external disturbances is first constructed. Then, the
extended state observation is introduced to estimate the lumped uncertainties. The controller is capable of
forcing the position of the hydraulic servo system to track the desired trajectory in finite time and has
robust behavior. The system stability is verified by Lyapunov criteria. Simulation and experimental
comparative results validate the effectiveness of the proposed controller as compared to the PID
controller and backstepping control.
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